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Humans can use an intuitive sense of statistics to make predictions about uncertain future events, a cognitive
skill that underpins logical and mathematical reasoning. Recent research shows that some of these abilities for
statistical inferences can emerge in preverbal infants and non-human primates such as apes and capuchins. An
important question is therefore whether animals share the full complement of intuitive reasoning abilities demonstrated by humans, as well as what evolutionary contexts promote the emergence of such skills. Here, we
examined whether free-ranging rhesus macaques (Macaca mulatta) can use probability information to infer the
most likely outcome of a random lottery, in the first test of whether primates can make such inferences in the
absence of direct prior experience. We developed a novel expectancy-violation looking time task, adapted from
prior studies of infants, in order to assess the monkeys' expectations. In Study 1, we confirmed that monkeys
(n = 20) looked similarly at different sampled items if they had no prior knowledge about the population they
were drawn from. In Study 2, monkeys (n = 80) saw a dynamic ‘lottery’ machine containing a mix of two types
of fruit outcomes, and then saw either the more common fruit (expected trial) or the relatively rare fruit (unexpected trial) fall from the machine. We found that monkeys looked longer when they witnessed the unexpected
outcome. In Study 3, we confirmed that this effect depended on the causal relationship between the sample and
the population, not visual mismatch: monkeys (n = 80) looked equally at both outcomes if the experimenter
pulled the sampled item from her pocket. These results reveal that rhesus monkeys spontaneously use information about probability to reason about likely outcomes, and show how comparative studies of nonhumans
can disentangle the evolutionary history of logical reasoning capacities.

1. Introduction
One of the hallmarks of human cognition is the ability to form rational predictions about future events, a cognitive skill that underpins
logical and mathematical reasoning (Cesana-Arlotti, Téglás, & Bonatti,
2012; Fontanari, Gonzalez, Vallortigara, & Girotto, 2014; Gopnik,
2012). Accordingly, humans appear to be particularly talented at
drawing conclusions and inferring generalizable knowledge from limited data (e.g., Denison & Xu, 2012; Griffiths, Chater, Kemp, Perfors, &
Tenenbaum, 2010; Tenenbaum, Griffiths, & Kemp, 2006). For example,
scientists can make generalizations about the laws underpinning a
phenomenon on the basis of an observed sample of data, and use estimates of probability to make predictions about what will happen in the
face of uncertain outcomes (Cesana-Arlotti et al., 2012). This ability for
estimating probabilities to predict likely outcomes can support complex
inferences about what is likely to occur in the future. What are the
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origins of these foundational human abilities? In the current study, we
examined whether rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta) can make such
inferences in order to trace the evolutionary history of statistical inferences.
A traditional view has been that the ability to make logical inferences that incorporate knowledge about probabilities is dependent
on language and formal education (Piaget & Inhelder, 1975; Tversky &
Kahneman, 1981). Indeed, research with adults suggests that engaging
in these sorts of logical inferences can be very challenging, and adults
routinely use heuristics when reasoning about probability information
(Kahneman & Tversky, 2013; Tversky & Kahneman, 1974). For example, people often misconstrue the probability of events when they
occur in sequence, judging a sequence of head-tail-head-tail-tail to be
more likely than a sequence of head-head-head-tail-tail, even though
each outcome has a 50% probability to occur in each independent toss
(Tversky & Kahneman, 1974; Nickerson, 2002; Burns & Corpus, 2004).
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This kind of evidences suggests that sophisticated statistical reasoning
develops late in human ontogeny and may still depend on simple
heuristics throughout adulthood. However, recent evidence indicates
that people without relevant formal education can nonetheless demonstrate some sophisticated abilities. For example, comparisons of
indigenous Mayan groups have shown that individuals can solve fairly
complex statistical problems by considering prior and posterior information to predict the occurrence of random outcomes, and even
combine multiple probabilities to accurately predict outcomes
(Fontanari et al., 2014). This suggests that while language and formal
education may facilitate abilities to reason about probabilities, they are
not necessary for such abilities to emerge. Rather, language and education may build upon pre-existing cognitive abilities.
Another line of evidence that abilities to reason about probabilities
have deep roots comes from studies of preverbal infants. Recent work
shows that even young infants are ‘intuitive statisticians,’ and can make
many inferences about probability prior to the emergence of language
(Téglás, Girotto, Gonzalez, & Bonatti, 2007; Xu & Garcia, 2008; Téglás
et al., 2011; Denison, Reed, & Xu, 2013; Xu & Denison, 2009; Denison &
Xu, 2014). Much of this infant work has employed violation-of-expectation looking time methods. These methods capitalize on the fact
that infants tend to look longer at events that violate their expectations
because they make rational predictions about how the world typically
works (Sim & Xu, 2019). In one such study (Xu & Garcia, 2008), eightmonth-old infants were first presented with a box containing a population of mostly red ping-pong balls and just a few white ping-pong
balls. Infants watched an adult remove a sample of either four red and
one white ping-pong balls, or one red and four white ping-pong balls
while the particular contents of the box were occluded, and then the
original population was revealed. In fact, infants looked longer when it
turned out that a statistically unlikely sample was drawn from the population, indicating they expected the demonstrator to pull out more of
the common item in the population. These expectations about probability further appear to guide active choices, as 12-month-old infants
can both use proportions to predict the outcome of a random draw and
also use this prediction to approach and obtain a preferred reward
when actively searching (Denison & Xu, 2014).
A final piece of evidence that cognitive abilities for reasoning about
probabilities can emerge in the absence of language or formal schooling
comes from comparisons of nonhuman animals. Recent work has examined whether animals exhibit an intuitive sense of statistics similar
to those seen in babies, and revealed that at least some primates can
make similar judgments. For example, chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes),
gorillas (Gorilla gorilla), orangutans (Pongo pygmaeus), bonobos (Pan
paniscus) and capuchin monkeys (Sapajus spp.) can use information
about probability to select options that are most likely to provide a
high-value reward (Eckert, Call, Hermes, Herrmann, & Rakoczy, 2018a,
2018b; Eckert, Rakoczy, & Call, 2017; Rakoczy et al., 2014; Tecwyn,
Denison, Messer, & Buchsbaum, 2017). In the basic setup for these
studies, primates are presented with two containers of food which differ
in their ratio of preferred and non-preferred foods. One item is then
drawn from each container, without the primate seeing its exact identity. Across several trials, primates, can use information about the
proportion of their preferred item in the container to select the container most likely to provide a high-value reward. Other work suggests
that primates are also capable of using some forms of probabilistic
reasoning in other contexts (Drucker, Rossa, & Brannon, 2016; Hanus &
Call, 2014). For example, when rhesus macaques are presented with
arrays with different ratios of positive and negative stimuli, they successfully choose the array with the higher ratio of positive stimuli in
order to gain a reward (Drucker et al., 2016). Overall, this evidence
indicates that at least some primate species use expectations about
probability to guide their active choices and optimize rewards.
However, all comparative work to date has involved the experience
of rewarded outcomes over multiple trials. This kind of experiential
learning could potentially depend on learning mechanisms that are

distinct from the more spontaneous forms of statistical demonstrated by
young children. Infants' skills for drawing inferences from and about
probability information also allows them to make accurate predictions
about future events across multiple contexts, even ones that they have
never previously experienced. For example, in one study (Téglás et al.,
2007), infants saw a novel animated lottery machine device containing
three yellow objects and one blue object moving around inside. They
then observed either one of the yellow objects or the blue object exit the
machine. Infants correctly predicted that the more common object was
more likely to come out of the machine than the less common object.
Thus, preverbal infants could infer that when a single object is randomly drawn from a larger population, it is likely to be part of the most
numerous kind—without ever seeing such an event previously. Infants'
predictions in these contexts are also fairly flexible, as they can integrate new physical and numerical information into their expectations
(Téglás et al., 2011). For example, when infants were presented with a
similar lottery machine task, but the spatial position of the objects as
well as duration that the machine was occluded from their sight before
the object exited, they could appropriately use this information to update their predictions. When the occlusion time was long, infants preferentially used information about the ratio of the objects in the machine, whereas if this time was brief they instead considered the
original proximity of the objects to the exit point when forming their
expectations. While infants can make rapid statistical inferences in the
absence of extensive experience, it is currently unclear if nonhumans
can do the same, versus whether they require more extensive experience with outcomes to engage in probabilistic reasoning.
More broadly, the increasing evidence for some forms of intuitive
statistical reasoning across several primate species sets the stage to ask
new questions about the evolutionary processes building these skills.
Are statistical inferential abilities widely shared across primates, or
they independently evolved in a few distinct taxa? In fact, it is plausible
that abilities for statistical reasoning in apes and capuchins represent
instances of independent cognitive convergence. New World monkeys
(including capuchins) and Old World primates (including apes and
macaques) diverged approximately 40–45 million years ago (Perelman
et al., 2011). Yet despite this evolutionary distance, capuchins show
several striking behavioral similarities with apes that are not seen in
other New World monkey species (De Petrillo & Rosati, 2019), such as
tool use and risky hunting behavior (Fragaszy, Izar, Visalberghi, Ottoni,
& de Oliveira, 2004; Rose, 1997; Visalberghi, Sirianni, Fragaszy, &
Boesch, 2015). This behavioral convergence with chimpanzees mirrors
the similarities between capuchin and chimpanzee cognition. In matched comparison with chimpanzees and bonobos, capuchin monkeys
and chimpanzees both exhibit a similar preference for risky outcomes
compared to bonobos (De Petrillo, Ventricelli, Ponsi, & Addessi, 2015;
Heilbronner, Rosati, Stevens, Hare, & Hauser, 2008). As such, it might
be that these inferential abilities are seen in only a few highly specialized primate species living in especially variable and complex foraging
environments.
On the other hand, the ability to make some sort of statistical inferences is thought to be a crucial component of foraging, and therefore
might be widely shared in some form. In particular, many wild animals
search for food in variable, heterogeneous environments, so it is plausible that cognitive mechanisms for tracking statistical regularities
concerning where or when food is likely to be found will allow animals
to be more effective foragers. Indeed, extensive research has revealed
that many diverse animal species are sensitive to probabilistic variation
in rewards distributions in other contexts (e.g., McCoy & Platt, 2005;
Hayden & Platt, 2007; Heilbronner et al., 2008; Hayden & Platt, 2009;
Stevens, 2010; Haun, Nawroth, & Call, 2011; Rosati & Hare, 2012,
2013; MacLean, Mandalaywala, & Brannon, 2012; De Petrillo et al.,
2015; see also Kacelnik & Bateson, 1996,Rosati, 2017, and Santos and
Rosati, 2015 for reviews). For example, when presented with choices
between a safe option, yielding a constant food reward, and a risky
option, yielding a reward that varies probabilistically around the mean,
2
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many different primate species including great apes (Haun et al., 2011;
Heilbronner et al., 2008; Rosati & Hare, 2012, 2013), capuchin monkeys (De Petrillo et al., 2015), rhesus macaques (Hayden & Platt, 2009;
McCoy & Platt, 2005), mangabey monkeys (Cercocebus torquatus torquatus; Rivière, Stomp, Augustin, Lemasson, & Blois-Heulin, 2018) and
various lemurs (MacLean et al., 2012) are sensitive to risk and incorporate information about probabilistic variation in rewards into
their decision preferences. Thus, statistical inferences may play a crucial role in foraging behaviors more generally.
Examining whether a broader set of primate species exhibit an intuitive sense of probability, and linking variation in this cognitive
ability to species' phylogeny and natural history, is crucial to understand the evolutionary contexts that favors the emergence of some
kinds of cognitive capacities over the others. In the current study, we
therefore examined whether a human-like ability to make flexible and
spontaneous statistical inferences is shared with rhesus macaques
(Macaca mulatta). Rhesus macaques are an important animal model for
human decision-making, and they also exhibit strategies that characterize human decision-making when faced with decisions about risk
(Hayden & Platt, 2009; McCoy & Platt, 2005; Yamada, Tymula, Louie, &
Glimcher, 2013). However, no prior work has examined whether rhesus
macaques exhibit an ‘intuitive’ sense of probability. While there is robust evidence that capuchins and apes can make statistical inferences to
acquire food rewards over repeated trials (Eckert et al., 2017; Eckert,
Call, et al., 2018a, 2018b; Rakoczy et al., 2014; Tecwyn et al., 2017),
there is more mixed evidence from macaque species. In particular,
when tested with a similar procedure used with apes and capuchins, a
few individual long-tailed macaques (Macaca fascicularis) appeared to
use statistical reasoning to select options that are most likely to provide
the high-value reward, but they did not exhibit this preference at the
group level (Placì, Eckert, Rakoczy, & Fischer, 2018). Thus, there is not
currently strong evidence for intuitive statistical abilities in macaques.
Here, we specifically examined if rhesus monkeys can use intuition
about probability to form rational expectations about the outcome of a
single future event based upon its likelihood in the absence of direct
experience, an ability that has not been demonstrated in nonhumans.
To do so, we tested a large sample of semi-free-ranging monkeys, using
a new expectancy looking time task modeled on prior work with infants
(Téglás et al., 2007). This allowed us to examine statistical inference
without providing rewarded experiences over trials. In the basic setup,
monkeys observed an artificial ‘lottery’ machine containing a 3:1 distribution of two types of artificial fruit. The machine consisted of a clear
plastic cube that could be rotated, similar to a lottery or raffle drum.
Then they saw a single item emerge from the machine which matched
either the more common fruit in the machine's population of items
(expected condition) or the relatively rare fruit (unexpected condition). If
monkeys are able to make expectations about a future single event
based on its likelihood, then they should look longer at the unexpected
sample.
In Study 1, we first confirmed that monkeys looked similarly at two
types of fruit in the absence of information about the population from
which they were sampled, as a basic validation of our setup. In Study 2,
we then examined whether monkeys formed expectations about the
most likely outcome of a sample randomly drawn from the lottery
machine, the crucial test of whether they can infer most likely future
outcomes without direct experience. We further examined the responses of monkeys who witnessed statistically improbably events,
versus those who witnessed statistically impossible events. When infants observe the outcome of a lottery that is impossible (because the
sampled object was physically blocked by a barrier), they also exhibit
longer times, similar to responses in conditions where infants see statistically improbable events (Téglás et al., 2007). Finally, in Study 3, we
examined whether expectations depend on a causal relationship between the sampled items and the lottery population. In particular, we
tested whether macaques were only sensitive to the perceptual mismatch between the sampled item and the population (Xu & Garcia,

2008), versus whether their expectations specifically depended on the
sample being causally related to the population. This last study is crucial to provide evidence that monkeys understand that the sample is
drawn from a specific population and that they actually use this information, rather than simple perceptual heuristics, to form predictions
about future outcomes.
2. Study 1: fruit preference validation
As our main lottery task involved monkeys' reasoning about different types of fruit outcomes, we first wanted to choose outcome stimuli that were approximately of equal interest to monkeys. Prior work
has shown that monkeys are very interested in looking at similar artificial fruits (e.g., Hughes & Santos, 2012; Marticorena, Ruiz, Mukerji,
Goddu, & Santos, 2011), and generally motivated to approach and
search for such fruits (e.g., Rosati & Santos, 2016). However, it was
unclear if they would exhibit a greater intrinsic interest in one type of
fruit over another, which was a crucial issue for the lottery procedure in
Studies 2 and 3. Here, we confirmed that monkeys look similarly at
different fruits, in the absence of knowledge about the original population. In particular, monkeys observed a single fruit emerging from a
rotating lottery machine (see Fig. 1). While they could hear that the
machine contained several items, in this study they could not actually
see the distribution of items in the machine, as it was visually obscured
by a curtain (see Video S1). Thus, we could assess monkeys' relative
looking time to our two possible outcomes in the same setup used in
subsequent studies, but in the absence of any information about the
distribution of fruit in the population. Monkeys were tested in a withinsubjects design such that each individual witnessed both fruit types
across two successive trials.
2.1. Ethics statement
All non-invasive behavioral tests were approved by the Institutional
Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) for the University of Puerto
Rico Medical Sciences Campus (protocol #A140116) and adhered to
site guidelines for animal research.
2.2. Subjects
We tested 20 free-ranging rhesus macaques (10 males and 10 females; ranging from 1.9 to 12.4 years old, M = 5.8 years) living at the
Cayo Santiago Field Station in Puerto Rico. At the time of testing, this
field site had a population of approximately 1700 rhesus macaques,
who free-range through the island's 38 acres. This population is wellhabituated to human observers, and monkeys are also accustomed to
participating in a variety of cognitive experiments (e.g., Drayton &
Santos, 2017; Hughes & Santos, 2012; Marticorena et al., 2011; Martin
& Santos, 2014; Rosati, Arre, Platt, & Santos, 2016; Rosati & Santos,
2016). Individual monkeys are identifiable through a combination of
ear-notches and tattoos. The monkeys tested in this study were naive to
the lottery machine apparatus. To be included in the study, monkeys
had to successfully complete two test trials. An additional 7 monkeys
were approached by the experimenters but were excluded because they
approached the apparatus to try to steal the fruit (n = 4) or because of
apparatus failure during the test (n = 3).
2.3. Apparatus
The apparatus consisted of a black box made of poster board (60 cm
high x 50 cm deep x 42 cm wide), containing a transparent cube
(16.5 cm3). A population of 20 artificial (plastic) fruit items was located
inside the cube, which could be rotated with a stick to make the fruit
visibly and audibly move around (see Fig. 1d). In this study, the lottery
cube was always occluded with a blue curtain drawn across the front, so
monkeys could hear the fruits moving inside while it rotated, but they
3
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Fig. 1. Apparatus and procedure for Study 1 (Fruit Preference) and Study 2 (Probability Inference). (a) A curtain initially hides the population from the monkey's
view. In Study 1 this curtain stays closed for the duration of the task. (b) In the procedure for Study 2, the experimenter opens the curtain. In both studies, the
experiment rotates the cube three times. (c) A sample that either matches (expected trial) or does not match (unexpected trial) the population drops from the machine;
in Study 1 the curtain remains closed such that animals did not have information about the contents of the population, whereas in Study 2 the curtain was open as
pictured. (d) Picture of the actual setup.

monkey's view) to rotate the lottery cube three times, a process that
took approximately 6 s. As the curtain was drawn across the front of the
apparatus in this study, the monkey could hear the rotation event but
could not see the contents of the population.
Then E1 stopped rotating the cube, called the monkey to ensure she
was looking, and then released one item (a lemon or an apple). To
ensure that the demonstrator was as blind as possible to conditions
while running the live tests, E2 assigned the condition and told E1
which condition to run using a verbal code immediately before E1 released the fruit outcome (e.g. the demonstrator was blind to condition
up to that final point). Only E1 knew the correspondence between the
code and the condition; for example, E2 would announce that the
condition was “left”, without knowing that “left” corresponded to the
apple outcome (importantly, E2 could not see the fruit released from
their filming position). That is, the experimenter assigning the condition did not manipulate the apparatus and was blind to the condition
they were assigning. As E1 released the peg, she said “now” and looked
downwards to avoid direct eye contact with the monkey during the rest
of the trial. E2 video recorded the monkey's looking response for 10 s
starting when E1 said “now”, calling “stop” when the 10s trial had
completed over. E1 repeated the same basic procedure during the
second trial (with order of trials was counterbalanced across subjects).

could not directly see the distribution inside the machine; in subsequent
studies, this curtain was opened to reveal the population inside the
lottery machine. At the bottom of the box, directly below the cube, was
a small transparent cup (9 cm in diameter × 11.5 cm high). This allowed the sample to drop out of the machine into a controlled location
and then remain visible to the monkey. In this study, the machine itself
was located behind a blue curtain such that monkeys could only hear it
rotate, and then see a single item drop below the curtain into the
transparent cup.
To control the outcome of the random draw, the experimenter could
manipulate a peg mechanism on the back of the apparatus out of the
monkey's sight, such that a specific fruit would appear to drop from the
machine based on condition (e.g., either an apple or a lemon). This was
accomplished because, unbeknownst to the monkey, the clear tube
emerging from the lottery cube was actually divided in two compartments, one with each kind of fruit, that were blocked by a peg. The
experimenter could manipulate these outcomes from the back of the
apparatus, without their hands being visible to the monkey. Thus, it
was possible for the experimenter to select the outcome for each trial by
opening the corresponding compartment by removing that peg (see
Video S1 for an example). While in the infants' studies using this setup
(Téglás et al., 2007, 2011) the total population was made of only 4
items, in our study we increased the number of items in the population
to 20 to ensure that the hidden mechanism controlling which fruit
dropped from the lottery cube was not visible to the monkeys while the
lottery cube was rotated (in subsequent studies where the curtain was
opened). Importantly, we kept the ratio between the items of the population equal to that used with infants (e.g., 3:1).

2.5. Data coding and statistical analysis
All sessions were videotaped and scored from video by two independent coders. To do so, we clipped individual trials out from longer
test sessions and assigned each trial a random clip ID so they could be
coded blind to condition and subject. Each trial was clipped to start a
few seconds before E1 said “now” and end just after E2 said “stop”. The
two coders then examined the videos frame-by-frame using the program
MPEG Streamclip (30 frames per second). All monkeys' looking were
coded for the 10-s immediately following the start of the demonstrator's
“now” signal, following standard procedures for looking time task in
this population (Drayton & Santos, 2016; Drayton & Santos, 2018;
Marticorena et al., 2011; Martin & Santos, 2014). Thus, we could determine the total duration of time the monkey spent looking at the
apparatus during the 10s long trial. Inter-rater reliability between the
two coders was high (Pearson's r = 0.98).

2.4. Procedure
In tests, two experimenters located a calmly-sitting monkey.
Experimenter 1 (E1), the demonstrator, presented the stimuli to the
monkey sitting 1-2 m away, and Experimenter 2 (E2), the cameraperson, filmed the monkey's looking response. Subjects experienced two
trials, each consisting of a rotation event whereby E1 manipulated a
lottery machine, and a sampling event whereby a single item dropped
out from the lottery machine into a clear container below it (see Fig. 1a
and Video S1). E1 used a stick behind the apparatus (e.g., out of the
4
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Table 1
Parameters from the full model predicting monkey looking responses in Study 1
(Fruit Preference validation).

6

Mean Looking Time (s)

n. s.

4

Predictor

Estimate

S.E.

t value

p value

Age (linear in years)
Sex (reference: female)
Trial number (reference: trial 1)
Condition (reference: apple)

−0.355
0.641
−1.238
0.539

0.138
0.876
0.460
0.460

−2.569
0.732
−2.690
1.171

= 0.02
= 0.47
= 0.01
= 0.26

Significant value are highlighted in bold.
Condition

model).
The results from this study indicated that monkeys looked for a similar amount of time at lemons and apples in the absence of other
information about the population they were drawn from. This suggests
that the monkeys did not show a strong intrinsic preference for one type
of fruit over the other. We also found that the overall duration of
looking time decreased with age. This is consistent with previous studies in this population, which have shown that adult and older monkeys
spend less time looking at various stimuli (Hughes & Santos, 2012;
Rosati et al., unpublished data). Overall, this suggests that monkeys did
not find one fruit type to be exceedingly more salient than the other in
the absence of information about the population they came from. We
therefore validated that the basic setup was appropriate to test the
monkeys' inferences about probability in the subsequent studies.

Apple
Lemon

2

0

Fig. 2. Mean looking at outcomes in the absence of population information in
Study 1 (Fruit Preference validation). Monkeys watched either a lemon or an
apple fall from the lottery machine, without knowledge of the distribution of
the lottery population. Graph shows the overall mean duration of looking time
towards the different outcome types; error bars indicate standard error.

3. Study 2: probability inference
In Study 2, we used the same basic procedure to examine whether
monkeys could use probability information to predict the most likely
outcome of a random draw. Here, monkeys directly observed the lottery
machine (the population) and then saw a single item (the sample) drop
out. The sample either matched the more frequent item in the machine
(expected trial), or was rarer or absent in the population (unexpected
trial). Monkeys were tested in a within-subjects design such that each
individual witnessed both the expected and unexpected outcomes
across two trials (order counterbalanced across subjects). In addition,
we manipulated whether the unexpected event was improbable (e.g.,
the rarer item emerged) versus actually impossible (as the item that
emerged was not present in the original population; likelihood condition was counterbalanced across subjects). As described earlier, infants
show similar looking responses to such ‘impossible’ outcomes to merely
‘improbable’ outcomes based on the probability of a given item existing
the container based on proportions (Téglás et al., 2007; Téglás et al.,
2011). Here we tested whether monkeys also showed similar looking
time responses to both kinds of unexpected situations.

To analyze the data, we implemented linear mixed models (Baayen,
2008) in R version 3.4.1 (R Development Core Team, 2017). We used
the lmer function from the LME4 software package (Bates, 2010) to
examine looking times within subjects, and compared the fit of different
models using likelihood ratio tests (LRT; Bolker et al., 2009). Models
were refit using maximum likelihood for model comparisons, and reported parameter significance was calculated using the lmerTest
(Kuznetsova, Brockhoff, & Christensen, 2015).
2.6. Data availability
Data from all studies is available from Dryad Digital Repository:
https://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.22mv245.
2.7. Results and discussion
Overall, monkeys looked an average of 3.8 ± 0.49 s at the apple,
and 4.4 ± 0.60s at the lemon, which was not significantly different
overall (paired samples t-test: t19 = −1.016, p = 0.32; Cohen's d = 0.2;
see Fig. 2). To examine what predicted the monkeys' looking responses,
we first created a base linear mixed model that included subject (as a
random factor accounting for repeated measures), age (linear in years),
sex (male or female), and trial number (1 or 2) as factors. We included
age and sex to account for any overall individual variation in looking
responses (but note that this was a within-subjects design, so each individual experienced both fruit types in counterbalanced order), and
trial number because monkeys tend to decrease their looking over
successive events in similar contexts. This model indicated that the
overall looking time decreased with age, and monkeys generally tended
to look longer at the first trial than at the second. Then, to test whether
monkeys showed different intrinsic interest in these two types of fruit,
in the second model we added trial condition (apple outcome or lemon
outcome) as an additional predictor. We found that including this
predictor did not improve model fit compared to the base model [LRT:
χ2 = 1.469, p = 0.23], indicating that monkeys looked at both fruit
types for similar durations (see Table 1 for parameters from the full

3.1. Subjects
We tested 80 rhesus macaques (40 males and 40 females; ranging
from 1.7 to 21.4, M = 7.0 years). Monkeys were randomly assigned to
experience either the improbable likelihood condition or the impossible
likelihood condition, as well as to either view a lottery machine containing a population composed primarily of lemons (lemon machine) or
a population of primarily apples (apple machine condition).
All of the monkeys were naive to the apparatus, and none had
participated in Study 1. Additional monkeys were approached for
testing but not included in the study; most of these exclusions were
consequences of testing animals in this free-ranging context. In particular, we excluded monkeys because they experienced interference
from other monkeys who displaced them or approached the apparatus
during testing (n = 6); the subject themselves closely approached the
apparatus during the test (n = 9; note that many fruits were visible in
this study, likely leading to more such approaches); the subject walked
away from the testing area before completing both trials (n = 12); or
they stopped attending the scene and did not complete both trials
5
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(n = 3). In 11 other cases the test was stopped because of apparatus
failure (such the fruit falling out of the bottom cup and rolling onto the
ground). Finally, an additional 7 sessions were later excluded because
the monkey was judged to be not looking at the scene during the start of
a trial (n = 5) or they jumped or moved out of the camera frame during
the trial (n = 2), and therefore their responses could not be coded.
These monkeys were not included in the final sample of 80 monkeys.
Note that the overall exclusion rate of this experiment was lower than
or similar to those of previous looking time studies conducted with this
population (e.g., Drayton & Santos, 2017; Marticorena et al., 2011;
Martin & Santos, 2014).

placed in this container would have similar contrast to the backdrop as
a fruit in the bottom container, which also had a dark backdrop; see
Fig. 1d). This new container was used in Study 3, but was not utilized in
the current study.
3.4. Data coding statistical analysis
Videos were processed and coded in the same way as in Study 1:
individual trials were clipped from longer sessions and assigned a new
random ID, so they could be coded blind to condition and subject. Each
trial was coded frame-by-frame for duration of the monkey's looking by
two independent coders, who had high inter-rater reliability (Pearson's
r = 0.96). We used the same basic statistical analysis approach as in
Study 1.

3.2. Test conditions
In this study, we examined how three main factors shaped monkeys'
expectations about future outcomes. First, we manipulated whether the
outcome was expected (the fruit that dropped out matched the common
fruit in the apparatus) or unexpected (a rare or absent fruit dropped out);
each monkey experienced both trial types in counterbalanced order in a
within-subject comparison. Second, we manipulated whether monkeys
observed a statistically unlikely outcome (improbable condition) such
that a rarer fruit dropped from the machine in the unexpected trial,
versus whether they saw a physically impossible outcome (impossible
condition) such that the machine only contained only one kind of fruit
initially, but then a different type of fruit appeared to drop out in the
unexpected trial. In particular, half of the monkeys were randomly
assigned to the improbable condition where they experienced an apparatus containing a 3:1 distribution of two artificial fruits (i.e., 15
lemons and 5 apples, or vice versa, see video S1), whereas the other half
of monkeys in the impossible condition saw a population of only a
single type of fruit (e.g., 20 lemons and 0 apples or vice versa). Finally,
even though Study 1 did not reveal any differences in looking times to
lemons versus apples, we ensured that any intrinsic fruit preferences
did not affect our results in the current study by manipulating the
contents of the lottery machine across monkeys: half of the monkeys in
each likelihood condition were randomly assigned to see a population
consisting of predominantly or only apples (apple machine condition),
and the other half saw a population of predominantly or only lemons
(lemon machine condition), such that lemons represented the expected
outcome.

3.5. Results and discussion
Our first question was whether monkeys looked longer at unexpected outcomes versus expected outcomes, indicating sensitivity to
likely future events using statistical reasoning. Looking at the entire
sample of 80 individuals, monkeys looked an average of 4.19 ± 0.30s
in the expected trial (where the fruit that emerged from the machine
matched the original population), and 4.89 ± 0.30s in the unexpected
trial (where the fruit that emerged from the machine was rare or absent
in the original population). This was a significant difference (paired
samples t-test: t79 = −2.165, p = 0.03, two-tailed; Cohen's d = 0.24;
see Fig. 3a), indicating that monkeys looked longer at outcomes that
were unexpected when they were statistically improbably or impossible, compared to those outcomes that were more likely.
We then examined what factors predicted the monkeys' looking
responses by implementing linear mixed models. In a basic linear mixed
model, we accounted for subject (as a random factor accounting for
repeated trials within individuals), age (linear in years), sex (male or
female), machine (lemon or apple machine) and trial number (1 or 2) as
factors. This model indicated that the overall looking time decreased
with age, and monkeys also generally tended to look longer at the first
trial, as in Study 1. We then added trial type (expected or unexpected
outcome) as a predictor in the second model. Aligning with our overall
comparison, we found that this improved model fit compared with the
base model [LRT: χ2 = 5.178, p = 0.02], as monkeys looked longer at
the unexpected trial. In the third model, we then examined whether
likelihood of the sample (improbable or impossible) influenced monkeys'
looking time. However, this did not improve model fit [χ2 = 0.173,
p = 0.68; see Table 2 for parameters from the full model]. Model fit was
also not improved by including in the full model a trial type X likelihood
condition interaction [LRT compared to the second model: χ2 = 0.286,
p = 0.86]; monkeys exhibited similar responses to both impossible and
improbable outcomes (see Fig. 3b). Indeed, post-hoc comparisons examining monkeys separately in each likelihood condition showed that
both sub-samples of monkeys exhibited strong trends towards longer
looking durations to the unexpected outcome, despite the reduced
sample sizes in these comparisons. In the improbable condition, monkeys
looked an average of 4.25 ± 0.43 s at the expected outcome and
5.05 ± 0.43 s to the unexpected outcome (paired samples t-test:
t39 = −1.64, p = 0.054, one-sided). In the impossible condition, monkeys looked 4.13 ± 0.41 s on average at the expected outcome, and
4.72 ± 0.42 s on average at the unexpected outcome (paired sample ttest: t39 = −1.39, p = 0.09, one-sided).
These results are similar to what has been found in 12-month-old
infants (Téglás et al., 2007), suggesting that rhesus monkeys, like infants, can make inferences about the most likely future outcome
without direct experience of past sampling. In our study, we also directly manipulated the likelihood of the unexpected outcome within the
same study, and found that monkeys showed similar increased looked
responses to improbable events (when a rare fruit emerged) and impossible events (when an absent fruit emerged). However, an

3.3. Procedure and apparatus
We used the same basic procedure and apparatus as in Study 1, with
two main exceptions. As in Study 1, the trial began with a curtain occluding the lottery machine (Fig. 1a), but E1 then opened the curtain
revealing the population of fruits inside the lottery machine to the
monkey before rotating the drum (Fig. 1b). As in Study 1, she rotated
the cube three times and released the corresponding fruit sample (a
lemon or an apple according to the trial; see Fig. 1c and Video S1).
Again, before each trial, E2 announced the trial type (expected or unexpected) to E1 using a verbal code where only E1 knew the correspondence, such that monkeys were randomly assigned to trial type and
E1 was blind to condition during most of the demonstration. Both the
likelihood condition (improbable and impossible) and the type of fruit
that was predominant in the population (apple machine and lemon machine) were counterbalanced across subjects. As the fruit contents of the
apparatus could not quickly swapped out (e.g., in the way the trial
order could be easily reversed in the course of testing different monkeys) due to the physical structure of the apparatus, the machine's fruit
contents were rather switched across different days of testing over the
entire study period. The apparatus was identical to that in Study 1 with
a minor exception: here a second small transparent container, of the
same dimension as the container on the bottom (9 cm in diameter × 11.5 cm high), was also on the top of the box directly above
the cube, along with a small black stage behind it (such that a fruit
6
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Fig. 3. Mean looking at outcomes in Study
2 (Probability Inference). Monkeys watched
either the expected or the unexpected outcome fall from the lottery machine; the
likelihood the unexpected event was improbable (3:1 distribution of two types of
fruit) or impossible (only one type of fruit
was present in the population). (a) Overall
mean duration towards the unexpected and
expected outcomes; error bars indicate
standard error; * p < 0.05. (b) Mean
duration of looking towards the different
outcome types according to the likelihood.

4.1. Subjects

Table 2
Parameters from the full model predicting monkey looking responses in the
Probability Inference experiment (Study 2).
Predictor

Estimate

S.E.

t value

p - value

Age (linear in years)
Sex (reference: female)
Machine (reference: apples)
Trial number (reference: trial 1)
Trial type (reference: expected)
Likelihood (reference: impossible)

−0.210
−0.046
−0.374
−0.962
0.698
0.179

0.044
0.445
0.449
0.306
0.306
0.445

−4.780
−0.103
−0.832
−3.147
2.284
0.403

< 0.0001
0.92
0.41
=0.002
=0.02
0.69

We tested 80 rhesus macaques (40 males and 40 females; ranging
from 1.7 to 18.4 years old, M = 6.5 years), none of whom participated
in either Study 1 or 2. Study 2 and 3 were conducted concurrently and
monkeys were randomly assigned to one of the studies over the course
of testing to ensure we did not accidentally sample different subsets of
monkeys across the two studies. Within Study 3, monkeys were randomly assigned to witness the improbable or impossible likelihood
condition, as well as the apple or lemon lottery machine. We approached additional monkeys for testing that were not included in the
final sample because they approached the apparatus (n = 4), left the
testing arena without completing both trials (n = 6), or were interfered
with by another monkey (n = 1). Finally, two sessions were excluded
during the video processing because subjects were not looking at the
start of a trial.

alternative explanation for these results is that the monkeys were using
simple perceptual heuristics, rather than making inferences about likely
events. In particular, in this setup monkeys could be detecting the
perceptual difference between the (unexpected) sample and the majority contents of the original population, a cognitive shortcut sometimes termed perceptual mismatch (Xu & Garcia, 2008). For example,
when presented with the lemon machine (mostly yellow lemons), it is
possible that monkeys looked longer when a red apple dropped not
because it was an unlikely outcome, but because it visually differed in
the appearance from the original population. Study 3 addressed this
possibility.

4.2. Procedure and test conditions
In this study, we used the same basic setup as in Study 2 with one
major difference: the sampled fruit did not fall out of the lottery machine. Rather, after rotating the cube three times (as in Study 2), E1
then visibly pulled the corresponding fruit sample (a lemon or an apple
according to the trial; see Video S1) from her pocket and then placed it
into the container above the cube (Fig. 4). E1 said “now” as she dropped
the fruit, so monkeys' looking times were recorded for 10s starting from
when the item was placed in the container as in the prior studies.
We placed the fruit above the cube in this condition to ensure that
monkeys could clearly observe that there was no causal link between
the lottery apparatus and the sampled item; we therefore ensured that
the relative placement of the container above the cube was identical to
the container below the cube. As in Study 2, each monkey experienced
both the expected and unexpected trial in counterbalanced order, and the
demonstrator was blind to the condition until the sampling event occurred (with trial type assigned by E2). We also again counterbalanced
whether monkeys experienced the probable likelihood condition versus
the possible likelihood condition, as well as and the contents of the lottery
machine (apple vs. lemon machine) across subjects, using the same
procedures described for Study 2.

4. Study 3: non-causal control
In Study 3, we addressed the possibility that monkeys were responding to a perceptual mismatch in Study 2. Here, we presented a
new set of monkeys with a population and sampled item that were not
causally linked. Monkeys saw the experimenter rotate the lottery machine as in Study 2, but rather than releasing a fruit from the machine,
she then visibly pulled the fruit out of her pocket (see Video S1). This
fruit either matched the more common item in the machine (expected
trial) or the rarer/absent item (unexpected trial). As in Study 2, we also
counterbalanced the likelihood of these outcomes (impossible versus
improbable) and the primary contents of the lottery machine within the
same study design. This therefore provided a strong test of whether
monkeys were only responding to the visual incongruency of the unexpected outcomes in Study 2, versus whether they were reasoning
about the relationship between the sampled fruit and the original population.
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Fig. 4. Apparatus and procedure for Study 3 (Non-Causal Control). (a) After rotating the cube, the experimenter visibly removed the sampled item from her pocket;
the sample either matched (expected) or did not match (unexpected) the population in the lottery machine. (b) The experimenter showed the sample to the monkey,
and then (c) placed it into the container on the top of the box. Then, monkeys' looking response was recorded.

4.3. Data coding and analysis

expectations for the outcome of events, in the second model we then
added trial type (expected or unexpected) as an additional predictor. In
contrast with Study 2, we found that monkeys did not look longer at the
unexpected trial than at the expected trial, as this predictor did not
improve model fit compared with the base model [LRT: χ2 = 0.0013,
p = 0.97]. In the third model, we further included the likelihood of the
outcome (probable or possible), but this also did not improve model fit
[χ2 = 0.0088, p = 0.93]. This result contrast with those of Study 2,
where monkeys looked longer at the unexpected outcome (see Table 3
for parameters from the full model). Moreover, examining monkeys
separately in each likelihood condition showed that neither subset
showed any tendency to look longer at the unexpected versus the expected outcome, unlike in Study 2 (improbable condition: 5.01 ± 0.39 s
in the expected outcome, 4.65 ± 0.40s to the unexpected outcome;
paired samples t-test: t39 = 0.79, p = 0.78, one-sided; impossible condition: 4.63 ± 0.44 s to the expected outcome; 4.95 ± 0.37 s to the
unexpected outcome; paired samples t-test: t39 = −0.69, p = 0.25, onesided).
These results show that monkeys do not just look longer at mere
perceptual mismatches in the absence of a causal link between the

Videos were processed and coded in the same way as Studies 1–2.
Two independent coders coded the duration of the monkey's looking
across trials and had a high inter-rater reliability (Pearson's r = 0.96).
We used the same approach to analyze this data as in Study 2.
4.4. Results and discussion
Our first question was whether monkeys looked longer at unexpected (non-matching) outcomes versus expected (matching) outcomes, the key test of whether increased looking in Study 2 was driven
by statistical reasoning or perceptual mismatch. Overall, monkeys
looked an average of 4.82 ± 0.29 s to the expected trial, and
4.81 ± 0.27 s to the unexpected (non-matching) trial, which did not
significantly differ (paired samples t-test: t79 = 0.035, p = 0.97, n.s.;
see Fig. 5a). As in Study 2, we then implemented a linear mixed model
accounting for subject (as a random factor), age (linear in years), sex
(male or female), machine (lemon or apple machine) and trial number (1
or 2). To assess whether monkeys use perceptual heuristics to form

Fig. 5. Mean looking at outcomes in Study
3 (Non-causal control). Monkeys watched
the experimenter pull either the expected or
unexpected outcome from her pocket; the
likelihood the unexpected outcome was either improbable (3:1 distribution of two
types of fruits) or impossible (only one type
of fruit was present in the population). (a)
Overall mean duration towards the unexpected and expected outcomes; error bars
indicate standard error. (b) Mean duration
of looking towards the different outcome
types according to the likelihood.
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setup, and we manipulated likelihood by altering the contents of original population (e,g. entirely one kind of fruit in the impossible condition, and mostly one kind of fruit in the improbable condition). Both
infants and monkeys showed similar increases in looking to impossible
and improbable events, but these could be due nonetheless to distinct
psychological processes. In the case of the monkeys in particular, our
setup may have made it more difficult for monkeys to tell if there were
truly no exemplars of the rare fruit in the impossible condition, given
the number of items rotating inside the drum, so this might have resulted in them responding to both contexts as examples of improbable
outcomes.
Another important issue concerns how magnitudes may shape
probability expectations. We used a 3:1 ratio of items in the probable
condition, as in the infant study we drew upon for our setup (Téglás
et al., 2007), but had a total of 20 items rather than four inside the
machine. The impact of the absolute size of the population, versus the
ratio between the items, is currently unclear. For example, infants did
not show increased looking to unexpected outcomes when tested with a
lottery machine consisting of 16 objects with the same 3:1 ratio (Téglás,
Ibanez-Lillo, Costa, & Bonatti, 2015), suggesting that probabilistic
reasoning may be constrained by magnitude. Conversely, there is clear
evidence that infants can reason about single-case probabilities even
with larger set sizes up to 50 items (Denison & Xu, 2010a, 2010b,
2012). Several studies have further shown that nonhuman primates can
successfully reason about probabilities when confronted with populations made of > 20 items (Rakoczy et al., 2014; Tecwyn et al., 2017;
Eckert et al., 2017; Eckert, Call, et al., 2018a, 2018b, Eckert, Rakoczy,
et al., 2018), and one recent comparison specifically showed that ratios
rather than absolute magnitude drives chimpanzees' ability to make
predictions about the most favorable outcome from a random draw
(Eckert, Call, et al., 2018a, 2018b, Eckert, Rakoczy, et al., 2018). In our
current study, macaques were in fact able to from expectations of
probabilities with a population of 20 items, more similar to the prior
findings with chimpanzees showing success in such a situation.
Our work provides also provides evidence that an intuitive sense of
statistics is may be present across several different primate groups.
While there was prior evidence for such abilities in several great ape
species and capuchins, a species of New World monkey (Eckert et al.,
2017; Eckert, Call, et al., 2018a, 2018b; Rakoczy et al., 2014; Tecwyn
et al., 2017), prior evidence from Old World monkeys has been more
mixed (Placì et al., 2018). One important question for future comparative work concerns whether these species exhibit statistical inferential abilities due to shared common descent, whether they independently evolved across these different taxa. As mentioned earlier,
capuchins show evidence for striking behavioral and cognitive convergence with chimpanzees (Fragaszy et al., 2004; Rose, 1997;
Visalberghi et al., 2015), including in terms of a preference for risky
outcomes (De Petrillo et al., 2015; De Petrillo & Rosati, 2019;
Heilbronner et al., 2008). A similar risk-prone tendency has also been
found in rhesus macaques (Hayden & Platt, 2007; McCoy & Platt, 2005;
Xu & Kralik, 2014), who diverged from the ape lineage approximately
30 mya (Perelman et al., 2011). This pattern of risk preferences in these
three species contrasts with extensive work with many other species
tested to date, who tend to exhibit some degree of risk aversion
(Kacelnik & Bateson, 1996; Rosati, 2017). Thus, rhesus macaques, capuchins, and chimpanzees may have adopted common decision-making
strategies that are not necessarily shared with other primates, and the
emergence of intuitive statistics abilities in these taxa might be tied to
these kinds of behavioral strategies. Thus, future work testing a wider
range of species is crucial to understand the evolutionary history of this
ability.
The current study also expands on prior comparative work by demonstrating that at least some non-human primates can not only reason
using statistical information about probabilities, but also appreciate the
relationship between a sample and a population in the absence of direct
prior experience. In particular, monkeys in the current studies only

Table 3
Parameters from the full model predicting monkey looking responses in Study 3
(Non-Causal control).
Predictor

Estimate

S.E.

t value

p - value

Age (covariate)
Sex (reference: female)
Machine (reference: apple)
Trial number (reference: trial 1)
Trial type (reference: expected)
Likelihood (reference: impossible)

−0.225
0.932
0.549
−0.599
−0.011
−0.037

0.049
0.407
0.407
0.321
0.321
0.408

−4.517
2.287
1.348
−1.866
−0.036
−0.091

< 0.0001
=0.02
0.18
0.07
0.97
0.93

sample and the original population. When there was no relationship
between the lottery machine and the sample because the experimenter
pulled the sample from her pocket (rather than the sample falling from
the lottery drum), monkeys looked similarly at both expected and unexpected trials. This result indicates that monkeys in Study 2 were
unlikely to have been responding purely to the perceptual mismatch
between unexpected and expected trials. Rather, they seem to have
appreciated the causal link between the lottery machine and the sample
in that situation, and used this link to guide their expectations about
what would happen. Importantly, the setup in this study was identical
to that in Study 2 except that the experimenter pulled the fruit outcome
from her pocket and positioned it above the machine, rather than the
item dropping out of the machine through a causal mechanism. That is,
the degree of perceptual mismatch (or match) in both studies was
identical: the only difference was that statistical knowledge could inform the monkeys' inferences in Study 2.
5. General discussion
Our findings show that rhesus monkeys can use their intuitions of
probability to predict the likely outcome of future events in the absence
of direct prior experience, like humans. We created a novel dynamic
task to assess monkeys' statistical reasoning, where they observed a
population of fruit in a rotating lottery machine and then saw a single
item drop out. In Study 1, we first confirmed that monkeys look similarly at different kinds of fruits in the absence of any direct information
about the population that they came from. In Study 2, the main test of
whether monkeys can use probability information to predict future
outcomes, we found that monkeys looked longer when they observed a
rare or absent fruit dropping from a lottery machine, compared to when
the common fruit type dropped out. Interestingly, macaques responded
similarly to impossible events and improbable events, mirroring some
prior work with human infants (Téglás et al., 2007, 2011). Finally, the
results from Study 3 ruled out the possibility that monkeys were using
simple perceptual heuristics to accomplish this inference. In particular,
we found that when the experimenter pulled the sample from her
pocket such that the causal relationship between the sample and the
population was removed, monkeys looked at matching and nonmatching outcomes at similar rates. Overall, this set of results indicates
that monkeys can infer what is statistically likely or unlikely based on
the distribution of a population. Importantly, our study utilized a violation-of-expectation looking time method similar to prior infant studies (Téglás et al., 2007, 2011), allowing us to examine their spontaneous expectations in a one-shot context in the absence of prior direct
experience. This differs from past work with other primate species using
experiential tasks.
We developed a novel procedure that could be used with free-ranging monkeys, so there were also some differences from prior work with
infants. For example, Téglás et al. (2007) examined infants' expectations about improbable and impossible events in two separate experiments with subtly different setups, and used a barrier to establish that
certain objects exiting the apparatus was physically impossible. In
contrast, here monkeys were randomly assigned to the improbable
versus impossible condition within the same study involving the same
9
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experienced one trial each of the expected and unexpected outcomes,
yet even with this minimal direct experience they could make rational
inferences about future outcomes. As their intuitions seem to occur
without experiencing the frequency of past outcomes, this suggests the
possibility that their expectations may be derived from inductive logic,
much like in infants (Cesana-Arlotti et al., 2018). This issue of whether
other species can make inductive inferences has important implications
for what mechanisms support learning in humans. In particular, recent
proposals have argued that inductive inference mechanisms are based
on Bayesian principles, such that infants make predictions about the
likelihood of a set of hypotheses and then update their hypotheses when
additional pieces of information are accumulated (Denison & Xu, 2012;
Téglás et al., 2011). In this view, Bayesian updating allows infants and
children to draw general conclusions from a small amount of information—and therefore rapidly acquire new knowledge across many
different contexts, ranging from learning about the physical properties
of objects to learning new words (e.g., Griffiths et al., 2010; Tenenbaum
et al., 2006; Xu & Griffiths, 2011). The current study, together with
prior work on non-human primates, suggests that non-human primates
may also be able to generalize from a small amount of data (Eckert
et al., 2017; Rakoczy et al., 2014; Tecwyn et al., 2017). If these sorts of
inductive learning mechanisms are in fact shared across species, one
question concerns what is special about the learning mechanisms underlying knowledge acquisition in humans, given the salient differences
in human behavior and cognition compared to that of other species.
One possible difference between the statistical inference mechanisms seen in primates and those seen in humans is whether or how this
intuitive sense of statistics is flexibly applied to other domains, such as
decision-making and social cognition. Human infants are able to integrate other kinds of prior knowledge, such as their understanding of
others' desires or how physical objects work, into their probabilistic
inferences (Denison & Xu, 2012; Gweon, Tenenbaum, & Schulz, 2010;
Téglás et al., 2011; Denison & Xu, 2014). Can other primates do the
same? While rhesus monkeys can reason about some mental states in
others (Drayton & Santos, 2017; Drayton & Santos, 2018; Flombaum &
Santos, 2005; Martin & Santos, 2014; Santos, Nissen, & Ferrugia, 2006),
it is unclear if they can harness their statistical reasoning capacities to
make social predictions. Along the same lines, rhesus macaques and
many other primate species are sensitive to probabilistic variation in
rewards when making decisions about value (McCoy & Platt, 2005;
Heilbronner et al., 2008; Rosati & Hare, 2012, 2013; De Petrillo et al.,
2015), but it is unclear if these sorts of decisions under uncertainty rely
upon their intuitive sense of statistics. In fact, some theories argue that
the ability to combine rules and concepts across different domains is a
novel feature of human cognition (Gopnik, 2012; Carey, 2004; Spelke &
Kinzler, 2007; Shettleworth, 2012; Buckner & Krienen, 2013). Conversely, a recent study demonstrated that chimpanzees can account for
an agent's preferences when making statistical inferences (Eckert, Call,
et al., 2018a). This evidence suggests that the ability to integrate intuitive statistics with other cognitive domains might be shared at least
with our closest relative, although it is currently unclear if this ability
extends to other primates more generally.
In conclusion, our work demonstrates that rhesus macaques, a
nonhuman primate species without language or pedagogy, can use an
intuitive sense of probability to make predictions about a single future
event in the absence of prior experience. Our findings from monkeys
mirror prior results with human infants, and we modeled our dynamic
lottery task on this infancy work to make the setup more comparable to
human studies. Therefore, these results converge with accumulating
evidence from cross-cultural research, developmental psychology, and
comparative cognition supporting the possibility that this ability does
not require language, and formal logical thinking and may in fact be
more evolutionarily ancient. More broadly, we show that species other
than humans can predict single future events based on information
about probability, suggesting that one of the hallmarks of human logic
is shared with other non-human primates.

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://
doi.org/10.1016/j.evolhumbehav.2019.05.006.
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